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The Scope of the Distracted Driving Problem

event, or person not related to the driving task.”3

In the most recent NHTSA reporting1, distracted driving

Simply put, distracted driving contributes to somewhere

accounted for 3,450 deaths in the U.S. in 2016. That figure

between 15 percent to 20 percent of all auto accidents.

is expected to rise as the prevalence and integration of

This is a staggering statistic. There are also studies

smartphones into our daily lives continues. A NHTSA study

published that likens the effects of cellphone usage and

in 2015 found at least 15 percent of accidents involved some

distracted driving in general to the effects on people

form of distracted driving2

driving while intoxicated.4

—

a number that has certainly

increased over the last five years.

“Rules” Regarding the Dangers of Distracted
Driving

The NHTSA study further found:
•

“Nearly one~third of all U.S. drivers 18 to 64 years old
When looking for safety rules or principles regarding

o

read or send text or email messages while driving.
Reading or sending text or email messages while driving
and other distracted driving behaviors led to more than

excellent websites which discuss the distracted driving

420,000 injuries and more than 3,100 deaths every year

problem and are very helpful. One of the best is at www.

in the United States.

distraction.gov. Many states have statutes banning hand

•

Simply knowing the risks of distracted driving has not yet

held cellphone usage. Further, state drivers’ manuals and
CDL manuals warn of the danger of distracted driving.

o

translated into reducing the behavior.
Distracted driving is commonly defined as “when a

There are more and more studies being conducted on the

driver’s attention is diverted away from driving by a

dangers of cell phone usage and distracted driving. Some

secondary task that requires focusing on an object,

are mentioned on the next page.
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distracted driving, there are many resources. NHTSA has
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Handsfree?

~Handsfree Use of a Cell Phone Is Still Distracted Driving
Research has shown that going from hand-held to hands-free provides no significant safety benefit.
This is because hands-free usage doesn’t address the essence of the distraction. The burden of talking
on a cell phone

—

even if it’s hands-free

—

saps the brain of 39 percent of the energy it would ordinarily

devote to safe driving.5
In a recent piece of research, hand-held cellphone usage was evaluated by measuring cognitive
impairment across a wide array of measurements. Both hand-held and hands-free operation were
evaluated across a wide variety of measurements, and each method yielded a score of 81.6%, showing
how truly difficult it is for people to complete two tasks at once.6
Since most states allow cell phone usage when the driver is using the phone handsfree, it is important
to show the jury that handsfree cell phone usage is still distracted driving and very dangerous. Even
though hands-free cell phone usage is allowed in California, the California CDL manual (and most CDL
manuals) states:
“Note that hands-free devices are no less likely than hand-held cell phones to cause you to
become distracted. Attention is diverted from the driving task while using either device.”7
Additional sources stating handsfree use is still distracted driving include the National Safety
Council’s “Handsfree is Not Risk Free” campaign, which was released earlier this year. In this summary
of statistics, the Council found that an estimated 7 percent of drivers at any given time on American
highways are using their cellphones, and that drivers miss up to 50 percent of what they see out
of a windshield when they are at the same time talking on a cell phone.8 Expert testimony from
psychologists and other experts will be needed to explain to the jury the parts of the brain that are
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the limited issue of his cellphone use on the date of the

used in celiphone conversations.

crash that we were able to obtain his phone from that date

Practice Tips for Handling a Distracted Driving
Case

that was previously “lost.”

Conclusion
The statistics above show what most of us already know: i.e. my
next case has a good chance that distracted driving played a part

From NHTSA’s 2016 data, we know that 10 percent of fatal

in causing the crash (and hopefully it was the other party and not

crashes in 2016, as well as 15 percent of injury crashes,

my client!). A common problem in many cases is that by the time

and 14 percent of all police-reported motor vehicle traffic

you send discovery to the defendant or depose the defendant

crashes were reported as distraction-affected crashes.9 It

driver, the phone has disappeared, calls or texts have been

is expected that distracted driving injuries and deaths will

deleted, or otherwise the data has been modified.

only increase. It is important for all attorneys to be prepared
to discover and prove distracted driving if it contributed to

It is important to take steps as soon as possible to preserve the

injure our clients.

phone and the data on the phone. Be sure to put all potential
defendants on notice as soon as possible to preserve the cell
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